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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A trailer-mounted, portable airfield lighting system 
containing NVG compatible portable edge lights.

SALKIT is used in situations where the minimum 
runway specification provided by MOSKIT is not 
sufficient. SALKIT contains the additional edge 
lighting needed to expand MOSKIT’s potential by 
allowing closer spacing of runway edge lights, 
extended runways and the marking of taxiways 
and parking areas.

CONTAINS

 64 Omni-directional edge lights - ORELs

 3 x 16 way battery chargers 

 1 x 20 way battery charger 

FEATURES

  Contains 64 battery-powered  
Omni-directional runway edge lights 

 NVG compatible

 Self-supporting system 

 Rapidly deployed

 Instant black-out capability 

  Can be transported by air and/or towed by 
military vehicles 

   When used in conjunction with MOSKIT,  
a 10,000m runway can be created

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
CABKIT Trailer is used in conjunction with the 
MOSKIT portable airfield lighting system. It 
allows cable connection of the portable runway 
lights or portable taxiway lights deployed from 
the MOSKIT trailer to a generator or mains 
power source allowing extended periods of 
continuous operation. Various CABKIT trailer 
configuration options exist, please contact a 
Metalite representative to discuss the best 
configuration for you.

CONTAINS

 Cable reels and cable stakes

 Junction and sentry boxes

 Generator 

FEATURES

  Allows MOSKIT portable airfield lighting 
systems to be deployed indefinitely

 Uses generator or mains power source

 Can be trailer mounted or containerised 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
CABKIT QUADCON is a containerised system 
which is used in conjunction with the SALKIT 
supplementary airfield lighting system. It connects 
portable runway lights or portable taxiway lights 
deployed from the SALKIT trailer to a generator 
or mains power source allowing extended 
periods of continuous operation. Various 
CABKIT trailer configuration options exist, please 
contact a Metalite representative to discuss the 
best configuration for you.

CONTAINS

 Cable reels and cable stakes

 Junction and sentry boxes

FEATURES

  Allows SALKIT portable airfield lighting  
systems to be deployed indefinitely

 All steel construction

 Uses generator or mains power source 

 Can be trailer mounted or containerised 

Trailer (Quadcon) Containerised System

Additional Information
By connecting the ORELs deployed from MOSKIT and SALKIT portable airfield lighting systems to a continuous power 
source CABKIT removes the need for them to be returned to the trailers for charging. Power can be supplied from the 
generators on the MOSKIT and CABKIT trailers, from a centrally located field generator or by mains power.  
Once CABKIT is in operation it will directly power the ORELs when they are in use or recharge their batteries when in 
standby mode. In the event of a power outage or a lighting circuit failure the ORELs revert to battery power so that air 
operations are not affected.


